Produce Market Update
Week of August 16, 2019
VEGETABLE
Asparagus ALERT

SOURCE
Peru, Mexico

Beans—Green
Broccoli

Mexico, TX, FL,
TN, VA
CA, Mexico

Cabbage

CA, Mexico, FL

Carrots

CA

Cauliflower

CA

Celery

CA, MI

Corn

Mexico, FL, CA

Steady quality as growers continue to watch for inconsistent sizing and
stem-end defects, typical of late summer product.
Quality is good with increasing supplies. Good supplies are forecasted
to continue with favorable weather on the horizon.
Quality is good in all growing areas. The market is fair to weak with
product coming from CA and MI.
The market looks to tighten up with better demand currently.

Cucumbers ALERT

Mexico, FL,
Honduras

The market has tightened up significantly and should remain that way
all week into the next.

Eggplant
Garlic

Mexico, CA, FL
CA, Europe, Asia,
Mexico
Mexico, USA,
Canada
CA

The market looks to be getting better with supplies still moderated.
Steady quality from the final lots of the CA storage season, as new CA
crop harvests proceed.
The cilantro market is very active on the West Coast with limited
supplies. Other herb markets are steady with good supplies.
Markets continue to adjust on all leaf and iceberg packs. Romaine
volumes are decreasing with more quality issues than other leaf and
much higher demand. Iceberg continues to have lighter weights than
normal, with more puffy heads. The market is working to get better
and the recent heat should help drive the market up. QA specifics are:
Iceberg: Fair quality with occasional wind damage, puffy heads, and
mildew scarring. Leaf: Good quality with occasional mildew, wind
damage, light fringe burn, and insect presence. Romaine: Fair quality
with occasional mildew, insect presence, internal burn, wind damage,
seeder, and light cupping.
Quality is mostly good with occasional mechanical damage.
The market remains steady with good supply and strong demand.

Herbs
Cilantro ALERT
Lettuce—Iceberg,
Leaf, and Romaine

Lettuce—Spring Mix
Mushrooms

CA
USA, Canada,
Mexico

MARKET INFORMATION
Volumes from Peru are dropping quickly due to cold weather and
growers are not opening new fields until late-August. Mexico volume
is still struggling, with new field volume not expected until early to
mid-September. Subbing to alternative sizing may be needed to fill
orders as prorates are anticipated.
Supplies are limited in the East, the market is strong, and quality is
fair.
Good quality with occasional brown bead and hollow core. The market
is fair with heavy supplies out of CA but limited supplies out of Mexico,
which is showing quality issues.
Markets remain steady on the West Coast.

Onions—Red, White,
Yellow

WA, CA, NM

Onions—Green

Mexico

Peas—Snow & Snaps

Guatemala, Peru,
CA

Peppers—Chiles

Mexico, FL

Peppers— Green, Red
& Yellow ALERT

Mexico, FL

Potatoes—Russet

ID, WA, CO, WI

Potatoes – Red,
White & Yukon

WA, ID, CA

Potatoes—Sweet

CA, MS, NC, LA

Spinach

CA

Squash—Yellow &
Zucchini

Mexico, CA, FL

Tomatoes

VA, TN, NC, CA,
Mexico

Roma, grape, and cherries continue to be active due to low supply and
increasing demand. TN round volume is steady, but increasing demand
combined with a lack of volume in the East will continue to strengthen
the market. Northern CA supply continues to be very short from heatrelated bloom drop in July. Mexican availability is very light with
increased markets.

FRUIT

SOURCE

MARKET INFORMATION

Apples

WA

Avocados ALERT

The market is coming off as the Pacific NW began harvesting, NM and
CA will start to wind down with most packing houses moving north.
Supers and Colossal are tighter as the first lots are sizing smaller.
Quality is fair with high temps and occasional insect pressure a
concern for the next 10 days.
The market remains steady on both coasts.
All chile peppers remain moderated in volume along with an active
market
Green pepper supply has increased, quality is good, and the market is
weaker. Red and yellow pepper are extremely short in the East and
West.
The market is active. Norkotahs have started and the market is holding
steady for a few more weeks until more packing sheds come on with
increased volume.
The market is active. MN has started with reds, TX has good volume of
reds and golds, and CA is winding down. The market is expected to be
active for 4-6 weeks.
The market remains active. Harvesting of the new crop has begun, but
storage is almost non-existent. Early pack-out quality should be fair
but should improve as the skin cures and has more time to set.
Quality is fair to good with occasional mechanical damage and
oversizing.
Yellow squash is plentiful, quality is good, and the market is weaker.
Zucchini supply is fair, and quality is good.

Storage crop supplies are winding down, and Golds, Braeburns and
Honeycrisp are gapping. Markets are active, but quality remains good.
The market is stronger on Granny Smith, in particular 125 ct and
smaller.
Mexico, CA, Peru, The market is stronger from lower volume. Markets are higher and
Dominican
expected to increase through September. Expect larger sizes and all
Republic
#2’s to remain tight through September as well. CA and Peru have less
volume each week ahead and are almost finished. Mexico will have

Bananas

Central America

Berries—Blackberry,
Blueberry, &
Raspberry
Berries—Strawberry

Mexico, CA, OR,
WA, BC

Citrus—Grapefruit

TX, CA

Citrus—Lemons

CA

Citrus—Limes

Mexico

Citrus—Oranges

CA

Grapes—Green & Red

CA

Kiwifruit

CA, Italy, Greece,
Chile, NZ
AZ, Mexico,
Guatemala,
Honduras, Costa
Rica

Melons—Cantaloupe
& Honeydew

Melons—Watermelon

CA,

Pears

CA, Mexico,
Honduras,
Guatemala
WA, CA

Pineapple

Central America

steady volume though September. Chilean fruit has started to arrive
but is 4 weeks away from promotional volume.
The market is stable as we approach the fall. Supplies and quality are
good.
Blackberry supplies remain light and blueberries look to have hit the
peak for summer volume, and we expect that market to become
active. Raspberries continue with good supplies.
The market getting stronger as volume has started to decline. High
heat is in the forecast and could push the market higher.
The market is steady, and quality is good.
The market is decreasing on small sizes due to heavy import volume.
Markets on large sizes are increasing. Quality is good.
Ample volume is crossing, with a significant amount of 230ct and
250ct, but not all quality is good. This is the time of the year where you
can expect significant blanching and stylar. Markets are holding up
good, considering volume.
The market is fairly steady with small sizes very limited due to heavy
demand from schools. Quality is fair due to summer heat.
The market is fairly steady but starting to head upward. Quality is
good.
The market steady with good supplies. Quality is good to very good.
Cantaloupe sizing will run larger as the warmer temps push the fruit to
increase by at least one size. Quality is good, and Brix levels are mostly
in the 12-15% range with some higher. Honeydew production is sizing
mostly in the mid-ranges (6/8cts) now. Expect daily harvests to remain
consistent over the next 7-10 days with a range of 11-14% Brix levels
dependent upon sizing.
Multiple growing regions are in production with limited volume, but
continued summer rains are causing inconsistent production and
variable quality.
The primary region is CA with the Pacific NW to start with Bartletts
next week.
The market is easing as volume has improved but is expected to be low
for the next several weeks.

Information is subject to market fluctuations and meant to be used only as a guide.
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DiCarlo Distributors Inc.
1630 North Ocean Avenue
Holtsville, NY 11742

1-800-DiCarlo

dicarlofood.com
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